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Habla con la luna
connections between song, moon and water
I had envisioned making a net. In my mind it alternated in appearance, somewhere between a giant spiderweb and a casting net as it
might look in the very moment it was cast, floating and spreading out in the air before it hits the water. Inspired by a version of the cumbia
folk song “El Pescador”/The Fisherman, that Toto La Momposina performs, I was drawn to the lyrics, “habla con la luna (talks with the
moon)/habla con la playa (speaks with the beach)/no tiene fortuna (has no treasure)/solo su atarraya (just a fishing net)”. Like the cycles of
planting and harvesting on land, I thought about the lunar cycles, the catch and the sea.
So many of the folk and modern tales devalue the herstories we know birthed us. This work is a woven song to those herstories. To my
motherlines etched in the rivers Congo, Nile, Quaraí, Rio de la Plata, Yaguaron and those whose names I do not know that may have
flowed in or out of the Rhine or even the Somme. To the daughters of sharks, who survived because they grew powerful sharp mouths
and kept going without looking back. To those that took luck into their own hands to manifest other possibilities for their children’s
children. To the weavers, makers, diviners, casters and repairers of nets who came before me and embodied the knowledge that
everything is connected. This is a woven song of gratitude to all the Fisherwomen who talk with the moon, custodians of the waterways
and the life held within. I sing thanks to the Herring Protectors of Sitka Alaska, the Vezo women of Madagascar, the Mujeres Trabajadoras
del Mar of Mexico, the Marisqueiras of Brazil and Barangaroo and the Eora Fisherwomen.
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https://youtu.be/3wN5YcDTx0Y
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Excerpt of email correspondence to curator Sarah Rose (2 March 2021):
“I am really interested in this idea of ‘casting a net’ and connecting it to the antique lace pieces I began using as part of
Iyanla. It's almost like I’m casting a net to see what I can catch from the past, what wisdoms I might be able to trap in my
handwoven net. I also love the idea of a daily practice, of going to the sea, of been guided by the moon and being in tune
with nature’s ebb and flow. I am also interested in flipping the traditional narrative as it is often the men who are written into
song as the providers or the ones to go and catch the meal. Whereas here the ‘casting net’ narrative is very much a
feminine one that does more than provide the meal as such but also extends to knowledge keeping, ancestral connection,
intergenerational skills and knowledge sharing.
I have attached a few images below of the work in progress. These are currently separate pieces and perhaps when you
visit we can talk about whether it might work best as a series of smaller works or a larger work. I’ve sourced specific
materials for this piece, so aside from the antique collected lace I am using a hand dyed indigo yarn to reference the sea
but also the significance of indigo to so many cultures. The developing coiled and crochet sections reference the small
barnacles and limpets that attach themselves to rocks at the beach - something I love to observe on my beach walks
especially at Bronte beach. These also of course reference eyes, breasts and other hybrid formations.
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new moon = new beginnings
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la lengua se acuerda de sonidos
grabados en los huesos
las manos tejen
colaboración con los ancianos
conversaciones con un rio
de caracoles
los cerritos aun vibran sabiduria viva
que la puma cuida
/
the tongue remembers sounds
etched in bone
the hands weave
a collaboration with the ancestors
a dialogue with a river of snails
the earth mounds still vibrate
alive with wisdom
that the puma keeps safe
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bilú bilú guidaí

beautiful, beautiful moon in Charrúa language. Charrúa peoples today continue an ancestral ritual of presenting newborns to the moon
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2y1j1puGbnk&t=1s
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my son’s footprints on the sand
our bodies too are are shell and glass
we are nets, entangled
leaving imprints and trace shadows
we sing good travels to the whales
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south-south connections
my ocean meets your ocean
my sweet river meets your salty sea
wet rocks hum loudly
and we both know there are stories in the moss
that generations ahead will still need
to resist
those whose wanting knows no limit
for the thing they cannot extract
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“Energies and cycles of the moon, planets, and sun affect the
outcome of your intent, affirmation, and goals. They also affect
the natural movement of our physical world, whether intentional
or not. The alignment of the moon, earth, and sun create the
highest and lowest tides at the full moon and the new moon”

Michelle E. Lee, 2014, Working the Roots: Over 400 years of Traditional African American Healing, p.350
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full moon = transformation
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luna and abuela ombú, centennial park, gadigal land
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Habla con la luna
Habla con la luna was commissioned for the group exhibition In the fibre of her being (2021)
curated by Sarah Rose for Fairfield Museum and Gallery located on the lands of the Cabrogal
of the Darug Nation. The exhibition dates are 23 October 2021 to 12 February 2022.
Artwork details:
Paula do Prado. Habla con la luna/Talks with the moon (2021). Crocheted and coiled wool,
cotton, acrylic yarn, paper covered wire, ribbon, metallic thread, pom poms, poly and cotton
sewing thread, collected European lace, repurposed plastic fruit netting, metal sinkers gift of
the artist’s father. 160 x 230 x 10cm irregular
Paula do Prado is a visual artist who creates tejidos/weavings as an active form of reclaiming,
remembering and resisting. She was born on Charrúa land (Montevideo), Uruguay, migrating to
Australia in 1986. She currently lives and creates on Gadigal land. Her practice makes visible the
intersection of her ancestral lineages including Bantu (West, Central and South African), Iberian
(Spanish and Portuguese) and Indigenous South American heritage. do Prado holds a Bachelor
of Fine Arts (Textiles) with First Class Honours and a Master of Fine Arts from the University of
New South Wales Art & Design. She has held various solo and group shows in Australia and
overseas. She is currently a PhD candidate at Sydney College of the Arts, University of Sydney.
www.pauladoprado.net
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